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Tired of using heat transfers,
stencils, or turning away
number printing jobs?
The DiGiT is a clamp-in
numbering system designed
to fit YOUR press.
The DiGiT slide locates each
number for fast and
precise printing.

Shown is a four color press with a two
color, 8” DiGiT numbering system

With DiGiT, you print
consecutive numbers as fast
as regular spot printing.
Features:

Convert ANY** rear clamping manual press
into a numbering machine in 20 seconds

Advanced Number Spacing



Print 2 to 3 times faster than any other
comparable number system!



Register numbers instantly and
precisely with an easy to see sight rail.



No flash necessary for 2 digit, single
color prints.



Unique sight rail with yellow target
makes printing easy.



Have a side clamp machine? We have
a solution, call us for information.

Compensates for the narrow #1
by allowing 5 unique positions
for each digit from 0 to 9.

**Requires a well built press with the capacity to hold a 26 lb attachment
and at least two print heads for one color or four for a 2 color number..
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*Kits do not include “lift assist” springs, ink, or other consumables.

DiGiT DETAILS
What to purchase:
A) Attachment only, supply your own fonts, screens and squeegees.
B) Build your own kit, choosing from, attachments, positives, developed screens and squeegees.
C) A total kit with everything* you need to produce athletic garments.

DiGiT-8:
DiGiT-12:
Screens:
Film Positives:
Squeegees Set:
Individual Screens:

1 color 4”, 6” and 8” attachments or total kit (DiGiT-8-T-__)
1 color 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12” attachments or total kit (DiGiT-12-T-__)
4”, 6” and 8” or 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”
4”, 6” and 8” or 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”
4”, 6” and 8” or 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”
6/4”, 8”, 10” and 12”

Blank screens also available. Fonts are only available developed on screen, or printed.

System requirements and specifications:


Converts most rear-clamp press with at least two print heads into a numbering press in just minutes!



Attachments include, two slide assemblies, detent rails, site rails, squeegee towers and rest tubes.



Complete Kits include all the above and, a set of screens, a set of squeegees.



The numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are on first screen and 6, 7, 8, 9, and 0 are on the second.



4” and 6” size numbers are burned mirror image on one of two screens.



For 2 color printing, simply purchase two attachments or kits and choose a font with a second color offered.



DIGIT-8 prints 4”, 6”, 8” numbers and the DIGIT-12 prints 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”. Other sizes available.



Most brand presses will need a lift assist, each attachment will weigh about 26 lbs.



V-2000HD requires a double gas spring, p/n: VGS-DB



V-1000 requires HD heads with screen support bars, p/n: V1-HDEX



NCAA basketball fonts available, all 6 numerals on one screen. See VASTEX.com for more information.

Available Standard Fonts.
XX =

Font Name

Example

Standard

Outline (X=O)

Full Outline (X=F)

Shadow (X=S)







Arial



PO

Poster



PN

Pro Narrow



PB

Pro Ball



SD

San Diego



SC

Soccer



ST

Stencil



VR

Varsity



WS

Western



*Kits do not include “lift assist” springs, ink, or other consumables.
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AR

2 Color (X=I)

